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.. except forgot to add him sorry all

on 1215/06 WI Szuchmacher jills@google.com wrote

adding Stephen Cho director of new content initiatives and business

analytics who has taken over the MAGIX relationship.

On 12/5/06 Michele Covell covell@google.com wrote

Hi Tom

dont see an appointment with MAGIX for today. have one on my
calendar for tomorrow on fingerprinting technology at 1030am
organized by Shumeet with Jay Yagnik 000gle researchvideo.

Sylvia

Benavidez and Sean Dempsey both Google corp dev. Let us know if

youd like to be added to that meeting.

Jay Yagnik has been talking with the uTube guys more about the audio

fingerprinting as well. think he has phone conference with them

plus some people from the movie industry today. Jay is that

right

Could you give us an update

Thanks Michele

..
On 12/5/06 Thomas Sly 4omy@googIe.com wrote

Im not sure if theres meeting going on today with the folks at

MAGIX
but have some new details to share with you.

just learned that the technology VouTube is licensing is called

AudibleMagic. not MAGIX. Apparenlly Steve Chen at YouTube is

leading

the effort to figure out way to blend their edsting work with

our in

house fingerprinting technology.

Tom

On 11/23106 Michele Covell covell@google.com wrote

The only other people besides GV which Jill would know about

would

be someone in dMarc... but woud think that Tom would know

about

that.

Another group that has contacted me about this type of

technology are

the Google TV folk... but dont think they are looking at

outside

technology.

Sorry for not being more help.
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On 11/21/06 Thomas Sly tomsly@google.com wrote

Hi Jill

dont know which team Markus is referring to.. but do know

that

Michele

Covell asked to be part of this evaluation

Michele do you know anything about this

Tom

On 11/21/06 Jill Szuchmacher jills@google.com wrote

Tom do you know who the team is that Markus is talking

about

this is the audio fingerprinting solution was
looking

at

for video so was VT now its passed somewhere back to

Google not sure

where to

thanks

Jill

Foarded message
From Martcus Gunn mgunn@magix.net
Date Nov21 2006 609 AM
Subject MAGIX Corp. December meeting

To Jill Szuchmacher cjills@google.com

Hi Jill

Ive learned from Chris Maxcy VP Biz Day Voulube that

with the

Google

integration there is now new team in charge of evaluating

the MAGIX
AudiolD technology. Hes passed along the MAGIX presentation

and

contact

intormation and asked the Google team to follow up with us

directly.

Are

you aware of this Is it possible to coordinate meeting for

the

afternoon

of December Were going to be in San Francisco that

day. Illtry

giving you call this morning. Thanks Jill.

-.
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Cheers

Markus

Best regards

Markus

MAGIX AG
Markus Gunn

Director Business Development North America

701 SW 27th Ave Suite 1403

Miami FL 33135

Tel.Fax
Email mailto nigunn@magix.net..Web www.magix.com

--
The information in this email is intended only for the

addressee named
above. Access

to this email by anyone else is unauthorized. If you are not

the

intended

recipient of

this message any disclosure copying1 distribution or any

action taken

in

reliance on it

is prohibited and may be unlawful.

MAGIX does not warrant that any attachments are free from

viruses or

other

defects

and accepts no
liability

for any losses resulting from

infected email

transmissions.

Please note that any views expressed in this email may be

those of the

originator and

do not necessarily represent the agenda of the company.
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JiI Szuchmacher

Manager New Business Development

Google Inc. 11600 Amphitheatre Pkway Mountain View CA
94043

Tel.

--

Toni Sly

tel

--

Tom Sly

tel

Jill Szuchmacher

Manager New Business Development

Google Inc. 11600 Amphitheatre Fkway Mountain View CA 94043

Tel.

Jill Szuchmacher

Manager New Business Development

Google Inc. .11600 Amphitheatre Fkway Mountain View CA 94043

Tel.
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